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Introduction
Your brand is your most valuable asset. It is therefore essential to know what
the status of your brand is in the home improvement market. As brand
performance is a relative and dynamic concept, it requires regular tracking.
The home improvement brand health index is a main way to do this.
Brand health tracking can measure how your (local) brand is performing on
awareness and usage, brand positioning and brand performance. This
research will show what aspects of the brand funnel need bolstering, whether
the brand position is correctly aligned with brand objectives, and where
strengths and weaknesses lie in order to improve brand investment.

With other multi-client researches, we have already gathered information
about the market, which is shown in this whitepaper.
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Why is branding in the home improvement sector important?
When you think about your home improvement brand, you really want to think about your entire customer experience, which entails everything from your logo, your
website, your social media experiences, the way you answer the phone, to the way your customers experience your staff.
When you look at this broad definition of branding, it can be a bit overwhelming to think about what is involved in your brand.
In short, your brand is the way your customer perceives you.
It is critical to be aware of your brand experience and have a plan to create the brand experience that you want to have. A good brand doesn’t just happen, it is a well
thought out and strategic plan.
Let’s look at 9 reasons why digging into your brand is important:
1. Branding promotes recognition
2. Your brand helps to set you apart from the competition
3. Your brand tells people about your business DNA
4. Your brand provides motivation and direction for your staff
5. A strong generates referrals
6. A strong brand helps customers know what to expect
7. Your brand represents you and your promise to your customer
8. Your brand helps you connect to your customers emotionally
9. A strong brand provides business value
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Why is a strong brand important in the home improvement market and how
to measure it?
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A strong brand in the home improvement market is important, because…

… the European consumer is now more likely than ever to select a brand before going to the shop. This
makes having a strong brand of the utmost importance as well-known brands most likely perform
better.
Moment of brand selection
Did you make your brand selection in the shop or had you already made your brand selection before going to the shop?
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A strong brand in the home improvement market is important, because…

… it are especially the renovators, those with much DIY experience, that are likely to make a
decision before going to shop. These DIY’ers are the ones buying the most products, which making
them loyal to your brand very important.

Moment of brand selection
Did you make your brand selection in the shop or had you already made your brand
selection before going to the shop?
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A strong brand in the home improvement market is important, because…

.. there is a clear increase in the value of A-brands compared to private labels, which makes having a
strong brand in the portfolio more important.
Preference: A-brands versus private labels
In which product categories (13 different were measured) would you prefer an A-brand over a home brand?*
A-BRANDS | PRIVATE LABELS
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*For this graph, all 13 products were summed up and presented on the overall level.
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On the European level, consumers prefer A-brands more
than private labels for home improvement products. Only in
France and Germany, private labels are at least as
preferred as A-brands. This is likely to do with the dominant
position of DIY stores Leroy Merlin (France) and OBI
(Germany) in each country separately.
The preference is clearly influenced by the income of a
consumer. As expected, the higher the income, the higher
the preference towards A-brand. Besides that, “decorators”
prefer private labels more than other consumers.

A strong brand in the home improvement market is important, because…

… in all home improvement categories more than 1 A-brand is present, making the competition fierce.
Even when you are in category where A-brands are much more preferred, it still does not mean that
your brand is preferred. Benchmarking your brand to the competition could provide you with this
insight.
Preference: A-brands versus private labels
In which product categories would you prefer an A-brand over a home brand?
A-BRANDS | PRIVATE LABELS
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On the European level, consumers clearly prefer A-brands
significantly more than private labels for boilers, roof
windows, security products (locks and security cameras)
and paint.
On the other hand, for tapes (duct, masking) and garden
tools, private labels are preferred. Especially in the lower
price range categories, the private labels are favoured.

Benchmarking your (local) brand health to competitor’s and to key
brands of the industry shows areas of excellence and areas for
improvement.
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Previously shown information is what we already know, but what
about….
1.

What is the brand awareness of the other categories in the home improvement market?

2.

How well-known is my brand known among a certain segment?

3.

What is the brand usage/ ownership of the brands?

4.

Is there a brand preference in the home improvement market? For which brands?

5.

How are the brand positioning perceived by the European consumers?

6.

How does my brand perform compared to the direct competition?

This is investigated in the new USP multi-client research, The Home
Improvement Brand Health Check
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Insights are provided for

750 consumers interviews
per country

4 European
countries

3,000

successful
online interviews
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Brand health index explanation
Brand health index (BHI)
Brand performance
Asked to all respondents

Conversion 1: Conversion to awareness | % respondents who know the brand
Conversion 2: Conversion to consideration | % those who know and would consider it
Conversion 3: Conversion to usage | % those who use the brand

Brand positioning
Asked to those who know the brand

Differentiation: % respondents who agree with the statement ‘Brand is

Overall
score

positively differentiating from other brands’

Trust: % respondents who agree with the statement ‘Brand is trusted’
Other attributes: % respondents who agree with various attributes
Measured attributes: xx, yy, zz

Brand experience
Asked to those who use the brand

CSAT - Customer satisfaction: Average user satisfaction with the brand
REC - Recommendation: Average score on ‘I would recommend brand to

friends or colleagues’

Note: all three pillars contribute equally to the overall score

LOY – Customer retention: % respondents who agree with the statement ‘I
would purchase this brand again’

Products included in the research

ADHESIVES

BOILERS

CERAMICS

FLOORING

INSULATION

POWER TOOLS

RETAILERS

SMART HOMES

TAPS

Research costs
One country

€ 2,500

Two countries

€ 4,500

Three countries

€ 6,000

Four countries

€ 7,000

With the Home Improvement Brand Health Check you will know
•

your brand health index

•

your brand position

•

your brand perception

•

your brand performance

Compared to the competition and industry leaders.

We show the results on a total level as well as four consumer segments.
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Would you like to know more?

Geert-Jan Aries, MSc
Project Manager DIY
aries@usp-mc.nl

Reinier Zuydgeest, MSc
Business Unit Manager DIY
zuydgeest@usp-mc.nl

+31 6 349 80 636

+31 6 269 36 109
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Methodology

The data shown in this whitepaper is coming from the European Home Improvement Monitor. USP Marketing Consultancy has been running the quarterly
European Home Improvement Monitor since 2013. For this monitor, we annually interview 26,400 consumers in eleven different countries. This produces a good
picture of the D.I.Y. jobs volume and of what is being spent by consumers on products in D.I.Y. shops and online. In addition to insight into the volumes, this
quarterly monitor also provides a clear overview of the products purchased by the consumer and 22 different product categories have been formulated to this
end.
For our next whitepaper, we will use the data coming from the brand new multiclient monitor, The Home Improvement Brand Health Check.
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